
A New Look at the Well-Formedness Constraint* 

Barbara H. Partee 

O Partee: What I want to talk about today concerns not just semantics so much as 

the relation between semantics and syntax. Although the work that I have been doing 

and that I will talk about is mainly within the thoery of Montague grammar, I think that 

some of these ideas are equ.ally applicable to transformational grammar. Emmon and I both 

have been talking a lot about Montague grammar while we have been here. I don't want 

to make it seem as thou.gh we think transformational grammar is, in the past, all of no 

value. It is certainly true that much of the recent work in Montague grammar by linguists 

has drawn very heavily on past work in transformational grammar and many linguists 

are now formulating theories which try to use best parts of Montague's work together 

with best parts of transformational work. So the theory of transformationd graUl.lm:r, I 

think, should still be considered a very important part of the enterprise which now I call 

MontL1g ue grz.mmar. T he general topic wi thin which this paper is a part is the topic of 

con straints on gr8mmars. Tr.e goal of linguistic theory is to try to characterize what it is 

that makes human languages distinctive, how human languages are the actual human 

langua ges and what we think to be all of the pcssible human languages differ from other 

imaginable kinds of languages including the languages of computers or the languages that 

arc invented by logicians. The class of human languages seems to have a lot of very 

particular properties and to cha:raterize these is one of the important goals of linguistic 

theory. In general, the formulation of these properties comes in two parts: one being the 

very general form of a linguistic theory and the other part being formulation of certain 

universal constraints within such a theory. 

'Within the theory of transformational grammar, most of the constrain.ts that have been 

studied ai-e constraints on form of rules. There has been a lot of work on things like the 

A-over-A Constraint or the Coordinate Structure Constraint studied by Ross. I think Ross's 

dissertation was one of the first major works on the theory of constraints in grammar. 

I want to talk about a different kind of constraints which rises quite naturally within the 

Montague framework but which, I think, can also be applied in many cases to the 

transformational framework. 

* Editor's note: This is the transcription of what Professor Partee presented for the Workshop 
on Semantics at the LRI Conference on Metatheoretical Constraints in Linguistics held at Seoul 
National University. Some questions and answers are included. The preliminary stage of the tran
scription was done by Miss Kyounghee Chang. 
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I'll talk about the constraint that I call the Well-Formedness Constraint. First, I 

want to say a little general word about the form of Montague grammar and the way in 

which it differs from the form of transformational grammar. The first thing on the 

handout is a scheme for the statement of syntactic rules in Montague grammar. 

(l) Syntactic rules in Montague grammar: 

If aEPA and {3EPB , then F; (a,j3)EPc 

A Montague grammar tries to generate surface structures directly starting from smallest 

elements, that is, the lexical items and the rules all describe how to put smaller pieces 

together to form larger constituents. So that the very last rules that supply might be the 

rules that says if you have noun phrase and verb phrase you may put them together to 

form a sentence, whereas in the transformational grammar, in the phrase structure part 

you begin with the rule for expanding a sentence and work down to the lexical items at 

the end. And then, the transformations are coming afterwards and they are from the 

bottom to the top. So in a transformational grammar, you have first the phrase structure 

component which generates deep structure from the top to down, and that deep structure, 

in general, is not a pronounceable sentence of the language. In general, there must be 

some transformations applied before you reach surface structure which can be interpreted 

as an actual sentence of the language. 

In a Montague grammar, on the other hand , you begin by describing the possible 

surface noun phrases of the language, possible surface verb phrases of the language , and 

then you put those together to form possible surface sentences of the language. There is 

no abstract level of deep structure. Everything is being put together from the bottom to 

the top to form a direct surface representation of the sentence. (Let me use the blackboard 

for a moment to illustrate that difference in one little case, the case of relati ve clauses 

for instance .) In a transformational grammar, the way relative clause structure is described 

is as follows: there is one phrase structure rule which might write as saying something like 

this. (Let me use the category Nom to represent a noun phrase without the determiner 

part. ) But phrase structure rules might include the rule that says Nom can be rewritten 

as Nom + Sentence. And then there is a transformational rule that applies. You have a deep 

structure and say some point within it. It has a nour~ phrase which consists of a determiner 

and the Nom and this Nom is a noun plus a sentence. The Nom might be a simple noun like 

'boy' and the sentence might be something like 'Mary loves the boy' or perhaps something 

with Wh morpheme or something. The phrase structure rules generate a sentence which 

contains a part like this, something like 'the boy Mary loves the boy' . Now, we know 

that that sequence of words in that order could never be pronounced as part of an English 

sentence. But there is no noun phrase of the form 'the boy Mary loves the boy' . So later, 

after all the phrase structure rules have applied, then the transformations apply starting 

with the bottom sentences and eventually here we may reach this constituent. The 
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relative clause rule will apply and we will change the sub part 'Mary loves the boy' into' 

'[the boy] who Mary loves' or ' [ the boy] that Mary loves'. After the transformation 

applies, then we have a possible pronounceable well-formed English noun phrase. 

In Montague grammar, on the other hand, we begin by generating a simple sentence 

like 'Mary loves himo' (Let me introduce one of the things that comes from Montague 

grammar something like a pronoun with subscript 'himo' which will be interpreted ver;f 

much like a variable 'X' that the logician might use .) But ignoring the subscript, we can

say we generate a simple sentence like 'Mary loves him'. And this by itself is certainly

a possible sentence. If we generate that and we also have a simple noun like 'boy' , then 

the rule in Montague grammar forming relative clauses, we will say that we can combine 

a simple nominal and a sentence to make a complex nominal and the statement of the 

syntactic rule for combining them will include within it the specification of what changes 

must be made to the sentence to make the result be a well-formed and pronounceable noun 

phrase. 'Boy who Mary loves' will be produced directly by a single rule which both puts 

these together and does the changes that are necessary within the sentence. So there is. 

no stage at which it is claimed that any possible nominal of English has the form 'boy 

Mary loves the boy' . We just take a possible sentence and a possible noun and together 

directly produce something which is a possible common noun phrase or Nom constituent. 

If we have to know that this by itself is a Nom and this is a sentence and then we know 

that the result is again a Nom. So that the big difference in the form of the syntax is 

tr..at every thing is built up directly. All is well-formed surface constituents of various 

categories without producing intermediate st ructures which are themselves not well-formed: 

but which become well-formed by the application of transformations . 

Now, the biggest constraint that Montague introduced on the relation between syntax: 

and semantics (and this is really the central claim of Montague grammar in general) is: 

that for each syntactic rule there must be a corresponding semantic interpretation rule 

which says explicitly how the meaning of the complex expression can be formed from the 

meanings of the parts. This IS the constraint that is known as compositionality and it is 

the central constraint which is intrinsic to Montague grammar. Compositionality again is 

the principle that the meaning of a complex expression must be a function of the meanings 

of its parts. And the job of the grammar is to explain in each case what function, what 

meaning function , is associated with each syntactic combination function and this is 

reflected in the form of the grammar by the fact that for each syntactic rule like (l) " 

there must be a particular corresponding semantic rule like (2) . 

(l) Syntactic rules in Montague grammar: 

If aEP A and j3EPB, then Fi (a,j3) EPc 

(2) Corresponding semantice rule: 

If a is interpreted as a', j3 as j3' , then Fi (a ,j3) is interpreted as Gk(a' ,f3' ) ~ 
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Let me read the syntactic rule for you to make the symbols clear. It says if a, that is 

some expression in the language, English, is a member of the Set of phrases of category 

A and {3 is a member of the set of phrases of category B, then some syntactic operation 

Fi applied to a and {3, will produce a phrase of category C. So in the relative clause 

example, for instance, we will be saying if a is in the category of nominals and {3 is a 

well-formed expression in the category of sentences, then (let me Cell this) F Rela t ive 

Clause applied to Ca:, (3) is again a member of the set of phrases of the category ncminal , 

where to th is description of this f<; nction, the relative clause function, this will say that 

what we do with ex and {3 is: we first write a and then we write a changed form of {3, 

which wc call (3', and we must describe explicitly what you do with the original sentence 

to turn it into the correspcnding relative clallse . That 1:art of it looks ferhap similar to 

a transformaticn . But the rule, the who le rule, ccmbines bet.h the effect of a phrase 

structure rule that pets the Ncm and the sentence t ogether and the t ':ansfcrmr.ti r.a1 rule 

which changes the form of the sen te nCE:. So tbr,t the result con:es cut a~ in this ca~e 'bey 

who Mary :oves'. And the w r.y we ust:ally dr1' w diFgr2 rr.s cl sEntEI:.ce structure :r: 

Montagl\e gran,mar, is to draw a trEe which shews tl~e creer in which rart~ h ive tEEn 

put together to fcrm larger prts. So for Eech nece cf tGC tIE e ir;stEZct cf j t: ~t ,v ritir:g a 

c~t€gory Ivlel we write the wb.a le :e~ ultiT'g f.x rrE£~ic n, alt l:oLg h I (cc!c1 jL~t 2.S v;e ll , in 

this case, have written 2.t this ;:cint th<:t wb~,t ' vc !;:ct fTCE;. wh.t we F,llt il'ue tc ~€ tl ([" 

is the func tion [ Rei apriird to ' hy' [;ne' :he c11:cr f1' lt. Wb,t FFf: Ci!rS ~t (3 Cl: ndc ;3 

·the result of apr,:l ying a i=~rtjcu!ar synt~ctjc bncticn te t l:e cCTI£i;, ':(n ts t}-r.r ~r;. u.;· i:f\w 

·it in the trEe . So fo r e~ch of t1:", syn.tactic Jt:les tJ:-ere !:;\"St re 4ft 85scci;:;tfd ~€rrH( !C 

nile a nd the righ t ~f n:cntj c rule ;8 in to):' (tcd :'. s if we ~.;;y iT ! WH t d: c t:t Cl if ;r:r:l 

,expressions of a if we've alre2dy intcrpetEd t!:::lt f.S (, ' 31,(} th ct1-cr f'xpessicn f: l:cs 

:already bEer: intnpretEd 2.e f/, tl-cr!. Wc k ,,.-c le st:\tc a prt:et.kr n)t ill !-CV! Ir e 

interpretat io n of the combined structure is to 1:e 2e~ermirEd :;:; a frncticn cl (1::e ir;tf;rpe

tation. of th.e parts. So the scm:mtic rule will always provide ~crr.c sErcantic q :er:o:.ticn 

which I C3.n call Gi ar.d that I wede: Cl; , Cl; o.rrliec to the iEtcpetatior.s et th:. puI s. 

So if we want te see how the interpret2ticn of 2. whcle sent.e.llce is deriHG, wc ~taJ t at 

the bottom in. the lexicon which gives us interpeta tion of each lcx:cal it~m fer a ccn: F Jo~ 

sentence like 'Ma.ry ioves him'. Wc will alrez.dy have built lip its interpretaticn frem tbe 

interpretation of its parts, then corresponding to the complex expression 'bey wl:o Mar y 

loves' we will have ll. particular semantic interpretation rtlle that will interprete that whole 

expression using as parts, the meanings of these parts below. In this case, 'boy' is 

interpreted as a simple predicate as something that picks out a certain set of objects, and 

the sentence 'Marl' loves himo', if we interprete this like a variable, this can also be 

interpreted as something which picks out a certain set of objects, the set of objects which 

Mary loves. The semantic interpretation of the combination is just like the conjunction of 

those two properties. This whole expression 'boy who Mary loves' will pick out the set 
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of all those things which are boys and which Mary loves_ 

O Chungmin Lee: (Recapitulation in Korean_ ) 
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O Kee-dong Lee: Suppose the bottom line consists of string of words like 'boy Mar)r 

sings the song' , what would happen? 

O Pal-tee: That question can be answered both in transformational grammar and in 

Montague grammar. It' s a very interesting question_ I want to answer for both because 

I think it' s a respect in which perhaps the Montague gramm2.r is a little simpler. Jp_ 

transfcrmational grammar, if the base rules arc context-free rules, wh ich is usually 

assumed, then one of the things that we prodllce would be just what you suggest_ , Ve 

would have ' the boy' and then the sentence m:gnt be 'Mary sings a song' _ Because these 

rules are context-free so any sentence at all might be generated in this position. 

Transformational grammar needs the theory of filters to prevent such strings f rom reaching 

the surface leveL In the theory of Aspects, Chomsky used the sentence boundary marks to 

do the fil tering because if the rel ative clause rule would be unable to apply to change 

anything into Wh-word or to delete any part unt il the sentence boundaries would remam 

and Chomsky suggested that any time you get to the end of the transformations and then 

still boundaries are there, then you discard t hat deep structure _ In general in transkrm

ational grammar, there are ma:lY base structures which do not correspond to any surfr:ce 

structure and the t heory of filters of some kind has to be used to rule them out. 

In Montague grammar, if we write the rule more carefully, I wrote it in just a 

very proximate way, at first we can say something like this : if a is in the cbss of 

nomina Is and (3 is in the set of sentences , then we can add some conditions, some: stri' ctu raI 

conditions in thi s case, we can say, and further more f3 contains an occurrence cf one of 

this special kind of pronouns hei> then, t he relative operation applies to (~ ar.d f3 i~ a 

well-formed nominal and if there is no occurrence of a word of the sort to relativi ze on, 

then there will simply be no cO!1lplex noun produced, as only those sentenc~s which have 

something that can be relativized on would enter in the rel:::tive ch:.use rule . If another 

variant is to be believed that there are Wh-words like 'who' generated directly in the 

embedded sentences, in ths. t case, you could say and f3 contains an occurrence of Wh-word , 

then this rule can apply and will produce a well-formed nominal. But in effect , if there 

are any restrictions on the kinds of things that can combine together thc;y should be stated 

rigbt at the level of that rule, so that nothing is produced which needs to be filtered out 

at some later stage_ 

O Kee-dong Lee: Without that condition your rule ( l) migl:-.t regard nominal like ' the 

boy Mary sings the song' as acceptible. 

O Partee: In fact, Montague himself generated relative clauses of a style that occurs 

mostly in mathematical literature, things like 'boy such that Mary loves him' instead of 

'hay who Mary loves' and it is a matter of debate whether with this kind cf relative 

clause whether it's all right or not all right to say something like 'boy such that Mary 
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sings a song'. I think most mathematicians will claim that it is all right. It's something 

which would never occur because it adds no useful information, that is, if you said it was 

well-formed you could still explain why it's odd to say 'boy such that Mary is singing a 

song' because either if Mary is singing a song semantically that will pick out the class 

of all boys or if Mary is not singing a song then semantically that will pick out the class 

of no boys, the empty set. And there are much simpler ways of picking out thcse two 

classes. So that would be a very account of pointless way of expressing whatever was he 

wanted to express. So 'boy such that Mary sings a song', you can either design the theory 

to make that syntically ill-formed or you can design the theory to make that syntactically 

well-formed with an explanation from a theory of communication about why no one would 

ever choose to say it in any normal situation. 

OKiyong Lee: Suppose you have two variables of the same index, for example, 'beo 

washes himselfo' ap.d because of that statement In your relative clause you canI:ct leave 

a sentence like 'boy he whoo washes'. 

OPartee: No, it's not. This would be a good restriction for explaining what Postal 

called 'Cross-Over Constraint'. In general, this point is probably a little bit complicated 

but when we describe the F ReI function, it will say that if there are several occurrences 

of he; or himi' then it is always the first one that becomes the relative pronoun. If there 

two occurrences of the same hei in a simple sentence, one would have become a reflexive, 

"he; loves himself;'. And it would always be the first one that would be affected. We could 

get 'a boy who loves himself'. But we could never relativize on the second one and get 

'boy who he loves', for that he is understood as the same person as the boy. That's a 

small detail perhaps. But, it's one where the theory, I think, also makes the correct 

p redicition. 

Let me state the Well-Formedness Constraint. That's the constraint, that says in 

these rules that are combining expressions of various categories to produce new expressions 

of various categories. Each of the input expressions as well as the output expressions 

must be well-formed expressions of the language that's heing described. I've been kind 

of using that implicitly as I've been describing the examples. But this is the principle 

that says you cannot use the various abstract underlying representations which themselves 

need to be transformed before they can become well-formed. You must, in fact, build 

good surface phrases from good surface phrases. Not just a category sentece, but this is 

assumed that we can talk about well-formed nominals, well-formed noun phrases, well

formed verb phrases, etc. and for each category, we need to have a notion of what it is 

to be a well-formed expression of that category. And all of the rules must involve only 

well-formed expressions of the respective categories. For some categories, we have pretty 

dear intuitions. I think linguists are customed to working with the category of sentences 

and the whole division of grammatical and ungrammatical has most often been applied 

just to the category sentence. I think, at least in English, there are clear intuitions about 
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well-formed noun phrases as well, because the noun phrases often occur in isolation, for 

instance, as the answer to a question for something of that sort. 

F or some categories such as, for instance, a category of transitive verb phrase which 

includes not only items like 'kill' or 'love' but also might be argued to include the complex 

items like 'persuade to leave' . I won't go into the argument here but I think in many 

ways the best kind of system is one which treats 'persuade to leave' as a complEx 

transitive verb which takes 'John ', for instance, as an object. Th e syntact ic rule that 

puts this verb to get this transitive verb phrase together with this object has to insert 

the object right after the first lexical verb of the phrase. 'Persuade John to leave' is 

ana lyzed in this system as consisting of a transitive verb phrase 'persuade to leave' plus 

an object 'John' . If we ask about this notion of well-formed transit ive verb phrase, the 

intui t ions are not too clear because 'persuade to leave' does not normally occur as a unit 

in isolation . So the notion of well-formed expression is a ~omewhat abstract notion. It 

cannot simply be taken to mean something tha t occurs as a string of consecu tive wcrds 

in some surface English sentence and that would be both too weak an d too strong. 

But, boring that complication that occur form how we depend on the concept of 

well-formedness for various categories other than sentence. We can still say th at however 

we make the decisions about the particular cate gories, we can still require th e grammar 

as a whole to meet that condition. If we do have the category of transitive verb phrase 

then only the well-formed transitive verb phrases should occur in the derivat ion of more 

complex structures. Now, Montague him self almost had this constraint as r:art of his 

theory, but not exactly. In his original theory, h e suggested that one used the syntactic 

rules to define a language that was not exactly English, but rath er ~omethip. g, which 

we might call English'. A language which should be completely as unambiguous language 

including at least the kind of tree structures that I have shown before that would 

assign the different tree structures to genuinly ambiguous sentences . But , he also 

allowed the language might include a certain abstract markers . In ~ome of his written 

works, he included fancy parentheses of various sorts to mark out certain kinds of 

positions in a string for later rules would apply in a rarticular way. Very much like the 

abstract morphemes that linguists have sometimes used like a Q morpheme for questions 

and things that are not really a part of surface langl'age. Montague himself allowed that 

the language that was described by the syntactic rules would not be exactly the surface 

language. And there would be a component at the en d of the grammar that would map the 

$trings in the disambiguated language into the surface strings of the actual language. In 

order to make the constraint stronger, I would like to suggest that we allow the kind of 

derivation trees that I've shown before as part of what makes the language unambiguous. 

But don't allow any of these abstract markers or other special symbols. Use only the 

morphemes and words of the sentence of the language itself plus the tree structure which 

js showing the derivation. If we ignore the tree, because that's the kind automatically 
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genera ted by the grammar, the stronger version of the Well-Formedness Constraint 

requires that we really just operate on surface strings of the language. 

OKee-dong Lee: The category sentence, must be a declarative sentence. 'Boy who hit 

the boy?' cannot be fo rmed into the relative clause. 

<)Partee : T hat's t rue. T here are independent reasons for "Yanti ng to distinguish the 

declarative sen ter.ces from questions because semantically they were very differen t as well. 

Par t of the const;:aint about the relati on between syntax and semantics rEquires that each 

syn tactic category corresponds to semc:ntic category. There are both syntactic and semantic 

reasons to warr t te dist inguish the category of sentence mean ing of declarative sentence 

from the category of question. 

<)Kee-dong Lee: What about the noun and relative clause which are di scontinu olls 

like 'A girl Cliine in who carrid an umbrella ' ? 

<)Partee : Te generate something like 'A gd came In who carried an umbrel la', in 

this kiad oE a case, a rule l iJ.:e the L·allsforn:atior:al rule of rel::'.tive clallse ext raposition 

wouid be pede::tly cOl1sisterrt with M.:,nb:.g:le gram :::nar . I cc.n generate th is from 'A girl 

who caa id 2, n umbrella came in'. T he p<:.r t of what I mea! .. t , when I s:iid much of 

the work in Mcrrtague g:'1!mmar I S building 0;: work in tramformnti0;:;.al grammar, lS 

thut any tranSIoEl1:lt ional nJe whic]: always prodt:<:cs gramm:!tical se:-,tcnces from 

gramr,:;,at ical sentenceS QEd which does not cllange the meaning in any v; uy C2ll bc writ ten 

in alrr..ost ex.:c tly its transformational fo;:m as a rule of Montague grammar , Irr this case, 

the rule would say something li ke ' if IX is a sentence and a has t he form' and new I 

write so.:neth ing that in effect just talks a.bout it co;,sisting of a noun phrase t ha t conta ins 

a reint ive clause somewhere within it, t hen extrapositicn fuction F Extr, ilpplied to ~(, is 

also a sentence, Here, the content or the sYL1tactic ope:-ation would be essent ially ;dcnt icd 

to tbe content of the transformation of relative clause ex tra positi on an d th e ser:"!antic rde, 

III this case, would say that if a is interpreted c:s a' then the resu lt of C!:piY:'·,g this 

opemtion is also interpreted as a ' . T hat's the semantic ider.tity function bccaJ~se it doesn't 

make any change at alL 

<)Kee-dong Lee: Suppose that the two sentences are not ider.t ical in n: esn ing. \\ ' lHit 

would you do? 

<)Partee: I don' t know wha t I will do in this particular case because I don't know 

what the di iference in. meaning would be. But for the general case, there are two 

kinds o~ situations . Suppose we have some traditional tra nsformation and it opera tes 

on a cer tain class of input sentences ar.d turns them into their certain derived form 

and the meaning changes. If the fGeaning changes in a way which is completely 

consistent and can be stated in a direct way as a certain function of the interpre tation of 

the fi rst sentence, then I can have such a rule in the Montague gram mar and the associated' 

semantic rule will state the change in meaning. As a simple illustration of that, for 

instance, in Syntactic Structures Chomsky had a negative transformation , He didn't generate 
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'not' in the deep structure, but he rather had a rule which maps a sentence into a 

negative sentence_ If we ignore all the complicated cases of quantifiers, just think about 

simple negative sentences like 'John loves Mary' transformed into 'John does not love 

Mary', then we could hU'ie that as a rule in the Montague grammar, and in that case, 

we could say the original sentence was interpreted as a', the transforffied. The syntactic 

operation F 1\eg Ca) would correspond to the semantic operation of just putting negation 

together with the me3.ning of a'. Transformation which changes meaning can be expressed 

as a rule cf Montague gramrrHE, if t!:.c change in meaning is uniformed. But if the change 

III meaning is different, for different e ;~alllples, and is not expressible as a uniform change 

of meaning, then there is no way ~o put an exact corresponding rule into the Montague 

grammar. And there we have to have a different analysis in the Montague grammar. 

O Chungmin Lee: (Recapitulation in Korean. ) 

O Kiyong Lee : Defining exactly the notion of well-formedness you raised the question 

concerning whether sl!ch expression as 'persuade to leave' is well-formed or not. But 

suppose you are working wit!-i;il the EFL or Universal Grammar where the first line 

starts out with an open se:ltence having heo, himo, then you could define that notion at 

the level of sentence. Your weil-formedness would be defined not at the word level but 

at the level or sentence. If yeu could say that 'persuade to leave' would be supplied all 

the subject and obje:t and so you could have 'nco persuaded him 1 to leave', then you 

would not have any difl'ic"lty of whether your nction of well-formedness is explicit or 

not. 

O Partee: I think that question, III this case, is not so much how to make the notion 

of well-formedness explici t because once you adopt the constraint as a general constre.int, 

then your grammar in effect, makes the notion explicit. The problem is more the question 

of whether it's an empirical notion, if I write a grammar in which I say 'persuade to 

leave' is a well-formed member of the class of transitive verb phrases, and you write the 

grammar in which you say 'No, 'persuade John' is a well-formed member of some other 

category, and 'persuade to leave' is not a well-formed member of the class of transitive 

verb phrases', then the question is what empirical evidence will let us choose between 

those two descriptions. In the case of category sentence, we appeal to the intuitions of 

native speakers and it is well known that there are often many disagreements. I think 

the notion of dividing the sentences into grammatical and ungrammatical has been 

recognized to be a very complex question, because the only direct intuitions that we have 

even about the level of sentences is that some of them seem odd or funny or something 

is wrong with them. And some of them seem perfectly normal. And to try to decide which 

kinds of oddness or deviance should be called syntactic ill-formedness and which kinds of 

oddness or deviance should be explained in some other way becomes in large part a 

theoretical question. How do you draw the line between which things are syntactically 

well-formed and which things are syntactically bad? Which things are syntactically OK 
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but semantically bad, depends in prt on what kind of theory of syntax and sen:antics 

you have. So the situation is no worse here than any scientific theory , I think. You have 

a whole family of important primitive notions and you can relate them to empirical 

evidence a t many points. But almost never can you take one central notion an d relate it 

.directly to a certain empirical testable kind of phenomena. 

O Bach: I just want to add to what you are saying the foHewing observation. We do 

have very clear intuitions about. .ungrammaticality of certain examples right now. For 

example, I have a very clear intuition that 'Q John loves Mary' is not a well-formed 

English sentence and the kind of abstract marker or that 'John l OVES Cl / Mary) / / , th ose 

are not well-formed English sentences either. It seems to me th at there are two kinds of 

·cases to consider: one is the case of 'persuade to leave' fc r we have actual s(quence of 

morphemes in the language, those problematic cases, but the Well-Formedness Ccnstrai,.t, 

I think, for the other cases written in your grammar really dccs give us places where 

we are quite sure that there aren't English sentences that start with Q and so on exc€j:: t 

in linguistics books. 

O Partee: I think if I go on with some of the examples, it n:ay be clear because in 

those cases I will be talking about competing analyses, for one analysis violates the well

formedness constraint and the dfferent analysis conforms to the W eH-Formedness Constraint 

and in those cases the ill-formedness of the lead examplE~, I think, is very clEar and 

very uncontroversial. 

O Chungmin Lee: (Recapitulation in Korean. ) 'Well, isn' t the abstract n:cTI: hcn~e Q a 

kind of theoretical construct rather than a surface form in English? 

O Partee: That's why it 's not allowed in any grammar which is tryir.g to meet the 

W ell-Formedness Constraint. As long as we all agree the Q is not a part of any surface 

.sentence of English , then it cannot appear as part of the derivati en of any surface sentence 

of English in a grammar which meets the Well-Formedness Cor,straint. So that 's why it' s 

immediately evident that this is a very strong constraint. If you apply it to transforma ticnal 

grammar it really can have a big effect there, too, because it would mean tryi r g to do 

transformational grammar without any of these abstract markers like 'Q' for question. 

Let me mention one other area in which I think the Well-Formedness Constraint could 

potentially offer some help to the goal of explanatory adequacy in li nguist ic theory as well 

and that has to do with the task that the child faces in trying to figure out the grammar 

.of the language that he is learning. If you consider all the different kinds of transform

.ational analyses that have been suggested in constructions for people have disagreed about 

the right analysis and imagine a child as a little linguist and although that' s presumably not 

,quite children work. If children really have to choose among all those different analyses with 

also possible abstract morphemes amd also two different J:ossible underlying fonts which 

<liffer in arbitrary ways from surface forms that they really hear, then the child's problem 

looks extremely difficult. But if the child could be imagined to preceed by only considering 
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an analysis which use parts which he actually hears as well-formEd surface pieces of the 

language, then that could make it much easier for the child to learn the language because 

although this constraint does not in any way effect the number of possible languagEs tho.t 

,can generated by a given theory. It's very strcngly constraint that the number cf j: csEible 

grammars for anyone language to the number of po~sible differEnt grammars that ccuJd I:e 

counting for anyone set of surface forms. You could imagine the child is the early ~tagE s 

learning the simple nouns, the simple verbs, the simple adjectives and being able to ue 

those in a more direct way to determine the rules that produce the complex sentencES 

tha t he hears 12 ter. 

O In·Seck Yang: (Garbled. ) 

O Partee: The first question was ' Is there a directionality implicit in Montag ue gran: mar 

from syntax to semantics?' and the answer is very definitely 'Yes,' because the serr:<:ntic 

interpretation, although I have not said very much about it here, involves relating the 

English sentences to their truth conditions as the conditions under which they would be 

true in any possible situation, and those truth conditions are formulated in the very 

general kind of ways so that there are many possible meanings for which there is r:o 

English 8entence at all. The semantic interpretation in this kind of system is really a 

kind of non-linguistic object, something like the class of possible situations in which the 

sentence is true or the interpretation of something like boy is the set of all coys that 

there are or the set of all possible boys that there might be. So there is a very ~tl ( ng 

directionaiity built into the system where we construct the syntactic objEct H,d then 

interpret them by the semantic rules or you could think of it equivalently, though I 

think it has the same directionality, as constructing always a set of pairs, a syntactic 

expression a and a semantic intepretion a/, combines with another syntactic expressicn 

{3, combine with the interpretation {3/, to produce a complex syntactic expression, t he 

thing we form by applying the syntaction F to a and {3 together with the interpretati on 

which will be Gk Ca/ ,(3/) . But still the semantic interpretations are always defin ed 

relative to particular syntactic constructions. The challenge was how can we ever 

explain the fact that many syntactically ill-formed sentences are semantically interp

retable. The example was 'I John love' which is not grammatical English and yet I 

think it could safely assumed that any English speaker hearing this would assumed 

that it means the same thing as 'I love John'. It's certainly true that we can hear 

syntactically ill-formed sentences and sometirr..es assign an interpretation to them. But 

I reclaim we don't do it by the normal rules of the grammar. I reclaim that what goes on 

here is very similar or could be very similar to what happens if you give somebody 

say one of these games for you have little cubes with words on them and shake out cubes 

and then the job is to make a sentence from them. If we shake out some cubes and they 

say something like: You have a cube that has a boy, a cube that has a bites and a cube 

that has a dog and maybe a couple of cubes that have the on them. Your hand has the 
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five words In a random sequence. Any normal person would be able to put these together 

to make some kind of interpretable sentence, either 'The dog bietes the boy' or 'The boy 

bites the dog'. Probably most people would first try 'The dog bites the boy', but that's 

not by linguistic reason; that's just probably by what we know about dogs and boys, and 

that ability to take a scrambled or syntactically ill-formed words with no syntax at all and 

to assign the meaning to them, probably, is the combination of two abilities: one is the 

ability to unscramble the sentences and arrange them in some grammatical form and the 

second is the ability that is represented by the gramfi1ar which assigns meanings to the 

well-formed structures . I think, any time you interpret an ill-formed sentence, it's probably 

done by means of first constructing some similar well-rormed sentence and then ordinary 

rules of the grammar can .interpret that. 

Now, that's a conjecture on my part. I don't know experimental evidence for it . 

But it is something for which there could be experimental evidence. I know some related 

evidence which involves flashing sentences on a screen one word at a time very very fast 

where you don't really have time to consciously see the ""ords one at a tifi1e and in ca3es 

where some of the words are put i'n the wrong order like 'boy the walk to the store' . 

Subjects are not consciously aware of having seen anything wrong but it takes them slightly 

longer to respond to some kind of test question about the sentence. 

O Question: (Garbled. ) 

O Partee: Not necessarily one-one because they may bc sy r..onyms in the language. But 

I do assu.me that for each a there IS exactly Olle a'. If th(:;re are ]::airs of words like 

Korean pae(lllD, I th ink which can be a pear or a boat, is that the right example? I need 

to put two different paes. I got this example from an ;!rticle by Lee Kiyong. I have to 

have paeJ, pae~, and each one of those would have it s own interpretation. 

O Question: (Garbled. ) 

O Partee: No. The i'elation between the particular ope,'ations IS not one-one. it can 

be many to many because if you look at ( l) again, for each particular syntactic r ul e has 

two important parts: one is a srecification of the categori.es involved and the other is the 

Fi operation and for instance many rules involve an Fi which is simple concatination. The 

rule puts a verb together with its object. The rule puts the subject together with 

the verb. So there are many rules where F i might be jus t the concatination operation. 

But , if they apply to different categories, those different rul es may have different semantic 

interpretations. For each syntactic rule, there must be a single semantic rule, exactly 

one, but the particular syntactic operations and se:nantic operations that are involved 

do not have the corres]::ondence eath other. 

O Abasolc: What do they have in common, F and G functi ons of rules? :if you say 

the operations would be different, can you have an example? 

O Partee: For instance, there is a rule that says if a is in the category of sentence 

and (3 is also in the category of sentence, then F Conjunction (a, f3 ) is in the category of 
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sentence, where, I'll spell it out explicitly, FCanjunctian (a, (3) is a followed by the word 

and and followed by f3 . The semantic interpretation rule in this case, let me call thi3 

rule (17) , just to give an arbitrary number, but just make it clear by the rule, I mean t;: ~ 

whole thing, the specification of categories and the operation. So for semantic rule (17), -

will say if a is a sentence and f3 is a sentence and a is interpreted as a' and ,8 . 

interpreted as (3', then FCanjunctiao (a, (3 ) is interpreted as G, let me call this GSentence 

Canjuncti an (a', (3' ) , where that is in particular just the logical conjunction sign placed betwe2n 

a' and (3'. 

Now, there is also a syntactic rule for verb phrase conjunction. I won't write the 

whole rule here. But it looks just like this except that it says a is a verb phrase and j3 

is a verb phrase. The very same syntactic oj:eration produces, in this case, verb phraoe 

where you can put and between sentences and you can put and between verb phrases. In 

fact, there is a conjunction rule for alILost every category cf the language. But the 

logical 'and' is only defined for sentences. When I write a semantic rule (18) , the ene thf.( S 

going over the verb j:hrase conjunction, I'm. going to have to write something diffE.Tent. 

I wili write it but net :nterprt:t it. Just you can see it looks different . V'le would say 

something that forms a complex prechc:ate which is true of individt:d just in case both 

verb phrases are true of th z. t individual. Thi s is the G i ·P Car junction. In this case, thue are 

two different rules, rule (17) and rule (18) . They use the saJ.:!e F but they use differe:1t Gs. 

There is a semantic rule that goes with this syntactic n:le. Another semantic rde 

goes with the other syntactic rule. There is cne-cne corresr:cndence betwef.n the rdes 

looked at as whole rules but there ' s not onc-one cor::espondence 1:;etwszn t1-1c open:tions 

that are involved in both rules. 

O Aba::olo: Are there OIJy logical o]:cTsticns j:CsEible? Or are therE sE'n: antic OFf3.ticDS 

beycnd them? 

O Partee: The somatic operations ore w. Effect logical o]:c! .?.tions. BLt I don't tl1ink 

it's true of natural languages that ti:ere is any sOT- antic signifi cz nc:e, {or im tance, to 

concat ine.tion . I mean if ye u thinlr. 'Nh~t tl:c syntactic oruations 3Ie like, for ir: stance. 

moving something to the beginning of tbe sentence, n:any rules rr.ake use cf moving 

things to one end of sentence or ar:cthe:·. There is LO perticular ~emantic unity to these 

rules. There may be some kinds of generalizations and if so, I would certainly want to 

find them. In fact, in one of my other papers, I suggested some subgeneralizatioI1 s for 

families of syntactic or:erations and fB.milies of semantic operations. This thing about 

conjunction could probably be almost universal. Probably, almost every language will have 

a kind of conjunction tbat will apply many categories and the semantic result will 

probably be quite uniform. In fact, the!'e is some recent work beth by Gerald Gazda r who 

is mentioned on the end of my handout and by Ed Keenan which suggests a way of 

finding a single universal interpretation for con junction across all the categories. Certainly, 

if there are connections between the F operations and G operations we want to find them. 
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But I think the thing we can be sure of now is that there are strong correspondences 

when you look at the whole rules. 

<)Kiyong Lee: (Garbled. ) 

<)Partee : Yes, that's right. Lee Kiyong reminds me. I'm not being precise . The real 

semantic interpretation, as I said, involves these non-linguistic objects like truth conditions 

and sets of individuals. What I have shown here is not the real semantic interpretation 

but just translation into a certain kind of logical language which itself can be semantically 

interpreted in terms of truth conditions and sets of individuals and that sort. 

<)Question: (From the floor. ) 

<)Partee: That's right . Without the new work of Gazdar and Keenan, we could not 

write a rule that says something like A rewrites as A and A for every category A. And 

it would be nice to be able to write a general schema of that sort. With the new work 

by Gazdar and Keenan, I think this is possible. Both of them have made use of the 

general notions of Boolean algebra and the notion of intersection of sets . I can' t go into 

the details here, but I can refer you to the papers of Gazdar that I mentioned in the end 

of the handout. He does have a general scheme that would give a uniform , just GConjunclion 

that would be the interpretation for all of the different categories of F Conjunc tion . In that 

case, this would be a direct correspondence between a particular syntactic operation and 

a particular semantic operation. 

<)Question: (Garbled .) 

<)Partee: No. With their system, it's a single semantic rule that works for every 

category and I can put a variable here . If a is anything, well, maybe not quite anything, 

but all or the major categories, then the result of conjoining them will be or same category 

and the single con junction which involves something that is just a sli ghtly more complicated 

analogue of the Boolean set intersection operation which means, that wasn't such a good 

example to illustrate, but non-correspondence of syntactic and semantic operation. I think 

I had better try to talk about the other examples on the handout, or never get to them. 

Though all of the questions have been important ones I' m glad to have chance to clarify 

the theory a little bit. 

Most of these, I think perhaps all of these examples are ones which can apply 

equally well to transformational grammar and to Montague grammar. When they are 

looked at from the point of Montague grammar, they show a nice correlation between the 

syntax and semantics, but also within the transformational grammar, they suggest the 

syntax could be made much more constrained by something like the Well-Formedness 

Constraint. The first example concerns adjectives and the derivation of adjectives from 

relative clauses. (3) shows a traditional transformational grammar analysis of adjectives 

that come in prenominal position. 

(3) man who is unhappy-unhappy man 

'Unhappy man' is derived by transformation, perhaps by series of two transformations 
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from 'man who is unhappy' _ There is a transformation often called Whiz-deletion and then 

a transformation of adjective preposing_ And it was generally argued in transformational. 

grammar, that all prenominal adjectives should be derived from relative clauses because 

otherwise they would complicate the grammar to have to introduce adjectives in two 

different positions in deep structure, adjectives in predicate position after 'be' and also 

adjectives before nouns_ So to simplify the grammar, it was suggested that all the 

prenominal adjectives should come from relative clauses. There is also some independent 

evidence for that since we get expressions like 'men working on the street', where it's 

not just an adjective but the same Whiz deletion rule seems to apply to participles, to 

prepositional phrases and to many other kinds of constructions. 

It was some early critics of transformational grammar pointed out that this led to 

some cases where the underlying form had to be ungrammatical. 

(4) *professor who is former---->former professor 

(4), for instance, ' for mer professor' if we take an adjective like 'former', if we try to 

derive that form 'professor who is former', that is an impossible relative clause, You can't 

use the adjective 'former' in predicate position. You cannot say 'President Ford is former' 

though we can talk about 'Gerald Ford is the former president'. If all adjectiVES ought to 

be derived from relative clauses, then in some cases we will be violating the Well-Formedness 

Constraint. We'll be generating an ungrammatical noun phrase and then by transformation 

turning it into a grammatical noun phrase. Within transformational grammar, they 

were examples of that sort that led to the introduction of some kinds of rule features 

and Lakoff was one of the poeple who worked on the theory of exceptions, minor nlles, 

major rules and marking certain items as obligatorily undergoir:g certain rules and marking 

certain other items as obligatorily not undergoing certain rules. So 'former' would have 

to be marked as obligatorily preposed and if you generate the simple sentence like 'Ford 

is former' you need some kind of filtering devic again to make sure that that does not 

reach the surface. If you ger.erate 'Gerald Ford is former' something about the feature of 

obligatory preposing must guarantee you end up filtering that sentence out at the level of 

surface structure. But, you have to generate it in the deep structure to be the source of 

things like 'the former president'. 

As long as that was viewed as just a syntactic problem, linguists do not take it too 

seriously. I mean it seems not so surprising that some items are exceptional. It means 

that we tried to make the rule as nice as possible but always there seem to be some' 

exeptions. In this case, it was noticed independently by logicians that the adjectives which 

cannot occur in predicate position, all have a certain sema ntic property in common .. 

That's illustrated by the little argument showing in (5) . 

(5) John IS a good doctor. 

John is a father. 

John is a good father. (invalid) 
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Let me do one like only with 'former'; if I say that 'Ford is a former president and Ford 

is a skier' it certainly does not follow from that 'Ford is a former skier'. It might happen , 

you might want to say, 'He is a former skier and also a present skier' . But in general, 

you can't make inferences of this sort with the adjectives like 'former' and if you take 

any of the adjectives of the sort that cannot occur in a predicate position like 'temporary', 

'He is a temporary salesman' , for instance. If I say, '},1ary is a temporary salesperson 

and Mary is a mother', it doesn't follow that 'Mary is a temporary mother', for instance. 

And 'oldl' , by that I mean like 'myoid friend' , in the sense in which he is myoid friend 

but he may be very young as an ordinary person. 'Old fri end' in the sense he has been 

my fri end for a long time, if he is myoid fr iend and be is my teacher , he may not be 

my oid teacher. I may have had him as teacher for only 2. ve':"y short t ime. Or 'beautiful / , 

I mean as in '8. beautiful dancer' like 'someone who dances beautilully' . ! f she is a beautiful 

dancer and she is a skier, she may be a terribly ungr9cefu l awful ~kier. and not be a beau

tiful skier at all. That corresponds with what happens in pre<:: ic&te j:e:sit icn, if I try to 5,;Y 

'M y fr iend is old', I cannot get the inte;'pretation wht:re I E:(: ~. Ii 'Ee hES been my i rier:d 

fa :.: a long time', and that only can mean he is in advanced C.i;·C or something of that sort. 

T his conti'ast~ with the ordinary adjectives. Say we t;:1.;(' um~ctl-iing like 'bold' . If 

I say 'Ford is a bold ex-presicent and Ford is a sber' , then we C:ll!. vdidly conclllcc that 

'F ord is a bold skier' , o! if 'John is a blond violin ist :mn Jolm i~ a physicist', tLen ' John 

is 3. blond physic.ist' . Vvith the ordinary adjectives, this i nfe ~'cllce pae:r1l is !=e:kctly valid . 

But w ith these adjectives that cannot occur in pred icate position, t he ;nference form is 

net valid . There is a very clear semantic difference cetv, ::en the adjectiyes th:;.t c:;.n occur 

in predicate position and the adjectives that cannot occur in p;eci:c:ate positicn. T hat mear.s 

semant:call y we W8.nt to distinguish those two classes of £!d jc:ctivcc . Onc kind like 'former' 

should be gener8.ted directly in con:bination with nouns. Since they don' t jl~':e a n:caning 

by themselves, they only have their semc.ntics, in a sellse , a kine of lY_'2aI'. inf; that deE'.f. nCis 

a r.on n meaning to combine with . You can' t classify imli· .. ic!uals as 'former' and take aJl 

the things in the world and t ,y to say which of them have the prope~ty of 'being former ' . 

T hr.t makes no sense . You can talk abot!t 'former presidents', 'former professors', 'former 

skiers' . The menning of the adjectives requi res the meaning of noun to combine wi th to 

produce a kind of property . We look at (6), that is the Montague grammar ,ule, for 

treating these ad jectives I use eN which is Montague's name for the ca tegory of common 

noun phrases . 

(6) If a E PeN/ cN and f3 E PCN , then a(3 E P CN 

It' s the same as what I was calling Nom in the earlier examples and the category that I 

write eN/ eN, that means the category of things that combine with the common noun to 

make a new common noun phrase. So 'former' combines with 'professor' to make the new 

common noun phrase 'former professor'. If we want to write this in transformational terms, 
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it would just mean adding a new phrase structure rule that says something like Nom can 

go to adjective , I want to give this class of adjectives a special name. What shall I call 

them? Attributive adjective is a name that sometimes is given in the literature and Nom 

can rewrite as attributive adjective plus another Nom. This insight could be added to 

transformational grammar where it would mean there should be two sources for adjectives. 

The attributive adjectives should always be generated directly in phrase structure in 

combination with a noun that modifies . For the predicate adjectives there are two possible 

solutions: One is to keep the old transformational rule of relative clause reduction because 

it' s semantically and syntactically all right for that class of adjectives. The other way 

would be to introduce all adjectives in prenominal position and the plain simple adjectives 

also can be introduced in predicate position. A lot of that depends on how much evidence 

there still is for relative clause reduction transformation, or-cc we realize that we do want 

to generate some adjectives directly in the phrase structure anyway. 

O Bach: I just want to say or ask, isn't it the case that there' re some predicate 

adjectiyes that can't appear prenominal? 

O Partee: That's a good foint , tco. Yes. ~on:e adjectives like 'asleep' and 'alive' can 

only apfear in predicate position and cannot appear in prenominal rosition . But I' m not 

sure .how that fact affects the choice of derivations because they appear to be exceptional 

either w,,-}' . We have to account for the fact that both simple adjectives, let ne call them 

predicate adjectives, both simple predicative adjectives and these attributive adjectives can 

occur in the surface in a position before a noun. We've argued that attributive ones should 

be generated directly . The Well·Formedness Constraint and compositionality constraint both 

forces to the same conclusion , which is the nice fac t that I' m trying to emphasize because 

it shows how semantic compositionality constraint and the syntactic W ell·Formedness 

ConstrEint seem to reinforce each other. But that still is open: the question of how to 

treat the predicate adjectives when they occur before the noun and the fact that some of 

them cannot. My suggestion is to put adjectives into three classes syntactically: the ones 

which can occur only in the attributive position, the ones that can occur only in the 

predicate position and ones that can occur in both positions. What will be nice would be 

to discover some semantic peculiarity of these. That would explain the reason why they 

occur only in predicate position. But for the moment, if I would make three classes of 

adjectives , I don't know any independent r eason why these should be acting differently. 

O Question: (Garbled. ) 

O Partee: That I think is a purely syntactic question that, I think, has been fairly 

well handled by an analysis that says we are doing relative clause reduction in analysis. 

If we have a noun and then we have who or which, is or are and then something 

like an adjective phrase which might be a simple adjectve or in your case something 

like ' important to us'. The syntactic generalization about the preposing is that the adjective 

phrase must end with the head adjective. So if we have something like 'very important', 
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'extremly important', that can prepose even though two more than one word. But 

something like 'important to us' cannot prepose because the adjective is not at the end. 

As far as I know, that's a purely syntactic fact that has no particular semantic correlation. 

And in those cases, it is perfectly all right just to do the Whiz deletion and leave the 

adjective phrase sitting to the right of the noun as in 'those books important to us' or 

something like that. 

<)Question: (Garbled. ) 

<)Partee: I don't understand , because 'important to us' is just semantically interpretable 

as 'important'. 

<)Question: (Garbled.) 

<)Partee: What comes' out in the form 'the important to us books, that's not 

intrinsically uninterpretable. I think there are many languages which allow just this kind 

of construction. Doesn't German allow? But in many languages you get things which look 

just like this. I don't understand the claim that there is any intrinsic difficulty in 

interpreting this semantically. This particular string is not easily interpretable because it 's 

not syntactically well·formed, I think. 

<)Question: (Garbled. ) 

<)Partee: Yes. I think that's a matter of lexicalization, that is, sometimes phrases 

become so common like 'easy-to-cleaner' 'easy to clean oven' or somthing, things that get 

used in advertizing a lot. You can look at the advertizers as the corrupters of language 

or as the ones who advance the linguistic change faster. Bu t in any case that transfor

mation of certain phrases into new lexical items, I think, is what's going on in tha t kind 

of case. And the hyphens could be regarded as a device for showing this is a noun to be 

regarded as a single word. If it's a single word, it's certainly an adjective and then 

you have the ordinary rule saying, 'Yes, it is an adjective'. The adjective is at the 

end of its own phrase, in fact, as one word adjective, so then you can prepose. 

<)Kee-dong Lee: Your characterization of thes adjectives, 'former', ' temporary'. 

'good', and 'beautiful' , is interesting to me and just I want to call your attention to 

Bolinger's characterization of these adjectives. 

<)Partee: He calls them referent modifying versus reference modifying. He is one of 

the first linguists to notice this idea and was independently noticed by several philosophers. 

Dwight Bolinger in the journal Lingua, I think, had an article about adjectives and he 

called them attributive and predicative and characterized them semantically as referent and 

modifying- these are the ones which directly describe individual and reference modifying, 

that is, somehow changing the meanings of referring to the whole class of things. The 

philosophers who worked on it include Terence Parkins, Hans Kamp and Montague 

himself. And it was quite interesting that in the logicians' works what they noticed was 

the inference pattern and in fact the inference pattern worked for some adjectives not for 

others. What the linguists start with is noticing distributional differences and this is one 
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of the prettiest examples of a case where those two approaches turn out the converge on 

the theory that we really need to put adjectives into two categories both syntactically 

and semantically. I think I have a reference. I should have a reference to the dissertation 

of Muffy Siege!. She wrote a dissertation on adjectives and she also has a short article 

on Russian adjectives in the book that I edited, called Montague Grammar, where for 

Russian there is not only syntactic and semantic differences but also clear morphological 

difference because Russian has a distinction between two classes of endings for adjectiveS",. 

the so·called long form adjectives and short form adjectives. In prenominal position, I 

think, one always gets long form adjectives and in predicate position, they can be either. 

I don't want to go over other details of the case but ended it up showing, in the case 

of Russian, the semantic evidence, the syntactic evidence, and the morphological evidence 

all converge in saying that there should be these two distinct categories of adjectives. 

And from talking with Lee Kiyong about Korean a little bit, it sounds like there may be 

some similar distinction that's quite noticible in two classes of adjectives in Korean. And 

that would be a nice thing to do research on I should mention that there is a lot more 

that see!llS to be involved in subclassification to the adjectives than just this distinction . 

In French, there are prenominal and postnominal position of adjectives and in some cases, 

that seems to correspond to this distinction. But, they also may .sometimes be using it to 

distinguish things like restrictive versus non-restrictive, which is a completely seperate 

distinction from this one. Although it would be very nice to start looking at every 

difference in the syntax of adjectives as, maybe, a reflection of semantic difference, not 

everything about adjectives by any means is explained by this distinction. 

O Chungmin Lee: How about having a break before we proceed further? 

O Bach: This will be very short. I can't refrain from adding to your references to' 

Parsons, Kamp and Montague the follwoing example, which is not exactly the same but 

closely related , from Ancient Greek philosophers, namely the Stoics who liked to play 

around the invalid inference forms . One of their examples was the following: That is my 

dog. That dog is a father. Therefore, that is my father. 

* * * O Partee: I think I have been talking so long that we're in danger of not having

enough time left for all of the things that were supposed to be on this program. It has 

been suggested that I do try to say a little about each of the examples on the handout. 

But I think perhaps it would be better if we don't have questions. I love the questions, 

but if we go on with so many questions, then I think we will be here all night. If there 

is a time for questions at the end, that would certainly be fine . Let me just try to say a 

little about each of these examples to get the main ideas of them across. So I talked· 

about adjectives and relative clauses where the conclusion, which can be incorporated in 

either Montague grammar or transformational grammar, is that some adjectives should 

be generated directly in combination with the noun that they modify. The arguments for 
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that come from the two constraints: the Well-Formedness Constraint gives purely syntactic 

argument for that conclusion and the compositionality constraint gives semantic argument 

for the same conclusion. This is a case where syntax and semantics go very nicely together 

if the syntax includes the Well-Formedness Constraint. 

The next case that I want to talk about is the traditional rule of Equi noun phrase 

deletion from transformational grammar. In early transformational grammar and in much 

of current transformational grammar, it is assumed that all of the complex constructions of 

the language come from the embedding of sentences. Almost all of the recursion, or nesting 

of complex structures in transformational grammar has been assumed to involve full ~ente

nces. For certain kinds of complement constructions like the contrast eetween 'John wanted 

Mary to win' and 'John ~anted to win', it was suggested that there was a rule of Equi 

noun phrase deletion that would delete the subject of the complement sentence when 

that's identical to the subject of the main sentence. For a sentence like 'John tried to 

win', we never have a sentence that has an explicit subject in the complement part, 

that is, if you look at (7) or 'John tried Mary to win' , those are completely imFossible. 

(7) *John tried for Mary to win 

There is never any possibility of an explicit subject appearing in the complement sentence. 

The early respome to that within transformational gramII'ar was to say that for certain 

verbs like ' try', the rule of Equi-NP deletion was obligatory. Not only the rule is obligatory 

but something has to be ~aid to say it is obliga tor y that the structural description of the 

:rule must be met. Although the phrase structure rules would generate something like 'Jo};n 

tried for Mary to win', there must be a kind of filter again or sOII' Eth ing that will block 

the possibility of such a sentence ever reaching the suface as a well-formed sentence. 

Semantically, there is no good reason to think of verbs like ' try' as tzking a full sentence 

as their complement. We can think of 'try' as wIT.E.thing that combir:es with a verb pbrase 

that expresses an action ap-d makE.s a verb phrase that exprfs~es another kind of action. 

'Trying to win' does not include the action of winning, bet just to f:peak in formal 

meanig of something like ' try to win' is a certain kind of relation to the meaning of the 

verb 'to win' as you could say to act in such a way as to bring aeout the action expressed 

by the complement verb phrase. Semantically, that makes good sense to think of 'try' as 

.applying to verb phrase meanings rather than sentence meanings, and syntactically, if we 

want to maintain the well-formedness constraint that suggests that the verbs like 'try' 

should directl y combine with verb phrases rather than combing with sentences. In 

Montague grammar, the term IV is often used for verb phrase. You can think that just 

the same as VP. When I wrote on the handout IV, just mean that as the infinitive form, 

to+ VP. To talk about ' try' in Montague grammar terms, we can classify it as something 

that takes an infinitive verb phrase to make a verb phrases, and semantically it makes 

better sense to think of 'try' as combining with verb phrase meaning than to think of it 

.as combining with the complete proposition, and syntactically as well if we have the 
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Well-Formedness Constraint in our grammar, we will come to the same conclusion that we 

should combine 'try' directly with a verb phrase and not with a sentence. This suggests 

a kind of subclassification of different kinds of verbs that take complements_ Some like 

'want' really do take things that are like whole sentences, and as far as I can see a rule 

like Equi-NP deletion would be perfectly appropriate for a verb like 'want' _ But other 

verbs like 'try' should be regarded as directly combining with verb phrases to make verb 

phrases_ I can't go into all of the arguments about why the semantics is better with this 

structure, but the \Vell -Formedness Constraint gives sufficient reason to want to do the 

sy:r.. tax in such a way_ There is no Equi-NP deletion with verbs like 'try' _ That's all I 

want t o say about that example_ 

O T he next case is T ough-movement In English_ This was one of the earliest and 

most famous kinds of transformations _ 'John is e:lsy to please' as an example sentance is 

almost like the banner of transformational grammar. I think there have been poems written 

called 'John is easy to please' and there is a book written called 'John is easy to please'_ 

O Chungmin Lee: You wrote an article on it. 

O Partee: I wrote an article on 'John is easy to please' handled in Montague gram

mar. It is indeed a very nice example because of contrast with the other adjectives like 

'eager' _ I mean Chomsky's primary example of a difference between sentences that look 

alike on the surface structure having very different deep structures and very different 

semantic interpretations_ Now that earlist transformational treatment of 'John is easy 

to please ' was involved rules that are perfectly compatible with Montaguc grammar. ,Ve 

could import the transorma tions that were used In Chomsky ' s earlist work into 

Montague grammar as just like the rules I was illustrating earlier with the extra position. 

These will be rules that make a syntactic change that apply to a single sentence that 

give you a new sentence, and the semantics of a new sentence is just the same as the 

semantics of the original sentence_ In that earlist work, tl:e underlying structure 

was taken to be something roughly like ' to please John is easy' _ Actually in the very 

earliest work that would be a whole sentence in subject pos;.tion_ But if we mend 

that to just take an infinitive phrase in subject position, we start with 'to please John is 

easy' as the basic structure that means semantically 'easy' is really a predicate that 

describes actions or describes kinds of things that can be done _ There are common nouns 

that have that same sort of semantic type like ' job' : 'This job is easy', 'This job IS 

difficult ' , 'This task is easy', or 'This task is difficult' _ If you think about a kind of 

semantic category of actions or things like tasks, the infinitive phrase 'to please John' 

describes that kind of a thing and 'easy ' in its basic function is really a modifier that 

modifies such things_ And then the extra position transformation which moves the infinitive 

phrase 'to please John' to the end of the sentence and leaves the dummy subject 'it ' in 

subject position_ That can be described as a rule that applies to any sentence that has an 

infinitive subject and that rule doesnot change the meaning as far as I am aware and it 
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may change it stylistically in certain ways, but in terms of the semantic cont.ent, it doesn' t 

change it at all. The other rule which is defind only for the adjecti ves of the category 

()f 'easy', the semantic and syntactic category that 'easy ' belongs to, that rule can take 

some object noun phre.se out of that infinitive, so takes 'John' out of ' to please John' and 

moves it ir.to subject position replacing t he dummy ' it '. The final surface form is 'John 

is easy to please ' . Semantically, this derivation is perfectly natural because the meaning 

-of each sentence is the same. Syntactically , it is natural because each stage is a well

formed sentence of Engiish. A child might not necessarily learn the first one firs t, but it 

will be easy for a child to learn such a set of transforma tionzl r elat ions since all of these 

senten:::es ones that he might hear in the ordinary English. So the calassical trans

formational treatment of, 'easy' is quite compatible with Montague grammar. Just as a 

footno te, I should mention there are certain problems when quantified noun phrases like 

'everYi'!lan' or 'no man ' are used instead of 'John' . But there is a way of making a 

n atural res triction on which noun phrase the rule can apply to. But I think we' ll make 

it perfectly easy to ~andle those cases. In 1974, Lasnik :md Fiengo wrote an ar ticle in 

which they argued t1oa. t instead of a monmen t rule there should be a deletion rule, a 

k ind of Equi-NP dekt ion rule. Ju st in case you are wondering why anyone should ever 

has been :mhappy wi th the classical anal ysis at all , one of the kinds of facts that they 

were concerned with , is that you can say things like 'John is being difficult to please'. 

This m ea. ns John is acti ng in a certain way. He is acting in a certain way, that is, 

whatever you t ry to do for him he sti ll stays unhappy or something. 

T hat is a p2rfectiy grammatica l sentence but on the classica l transformati.onal 

treat:i1.1ent , the underlying structure should he something like 'to please Joh n is beinf 

di fficult ' and that is complr::tely ungrammatical in Engli sh . T he progress ive is possible i ) 

the 'John is easy to please' form but it ' s impossible in the 'to please John is easy' form . 

W hat Lasn ik and F iengo wan ted to do was to give 'John is easy to please' a deep 

structure in which 'John' is the surfac e subject or the deep structure subject as well as 

being the deep structure object of the verb 'please'. They wan ted to make 'John' the 

subject. So to be able to explain the fac t that the progressive somehow depends on being 

an animate sub ject in this case. But they wanted to make it also the deep structure 

()b ject to capture the well-known relation that 'John' is understood as the object of 

'please' in these cases. That deri vation clea rly violates the W ell -F ormedness Constraint. 

' John is easy to please John' is a completely garbage if anything is even worse than 

this one. It IS clear that they were not working with anythi ng like the W ell

Formedness Constrain t or they would not be trying to explain the ungrammaticality of 

this one, but positing something like t hat one which is at least bad or possibly worse. I 

<1on' t want to try to explain here how to save what is right about the original analysis 

and at the same time explai n this progressive. 

That's what my paper about 'John is eaay to please' in Montague grammar is 
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largely about and it has to do with saying there is really a different 'be' here. That 

means something like 'act', when you say 'John is being a fool ', 'John is being noisy'. 

That is an active verb. That is not the ordinary copula verb, empty verb 'be'. In the 

ones which have infinitive subject, you can only get the plain copula 'be' and I have an 

analysis in the other paper that shows how, by going through to some other intermediate 

steps, yot! can introduce the other active verb 'be' in the case of the animate subject. 

But all I Ir.ean to illustrate here is that when you run into a problem in the theory like 

this problem, if you have the Well·Formedness Constraint, it very severely limits the kinds 

of solutions that you can try. I mean it really, whether it is right or wrong at least is 

clear that it cuts down very heavily on the class of possible grammars. We wculd make 

Lasnik and Fiengo' s solution completely impossible . It would also rule out an anlysis 

recently proposed by Chomsky in his paper 'On Wh-movement' , which is in Akmajian, 

Culicover and Wasow, Formal Syntax volume, where he reanalyzed a great many 

transformations as being instances of Wh-movement and has an interrr:ediate stafe 'Jcl:n 

is easy whom to please' and then a rule of obligatory deletion of tbat Wh-word after 

'easy'. That would also be ruled out by the Well-Formedness Constraint because we never 

get Wh·words in these constructions. 

<)Question: (Garbled. ) 

<)Partee: That's a different rule. There is a different construction that involves 

ad jective complements with subject position like 'John was very nice to help us' . Is that 

the kind you mean? 

<)Question: (Garbled. ) 

<)Partee: I am not sure about my intuitions are about that particular sentence 'John 

IS splendid to please'. I think I could interprete 'John' as either the subject or tbe object 

in that case, or this may be genuinly ambiguous. I can certainly say ~orr:ething like 'John 

IS splendid to dance with', where he is the object of 'with' 

<) Question: (Garbled.) 

<)Partee: I can't answer all those questions became I think there are many different 

adjective complement constructions and the 'easy' class is a fa irly well defined class with 

fairly clear possibilities and ones like 'splendid', 'nice' , and 'slow ' are certainly different 

from 'easy'. What I don't know is how many different subcases there are and there are 

some kinds of cases which , so far as I know, still have nothing given any good analysis. 

I'll tell you one of the hardest cases, if you want something to work on. The 

same student I mentioned before, Muffy Siegel , who worked on adjectives, worked on 

this case for a while and finally gave up because these were imr:ossible. You cannot say 

'John is rich to live in such a big house'. That is not well-formed. But you can say 

'John must be rich to live in such a big house'. So it looks as thought it has something 

to do with th< 'must' and yet it also seems as though it makes a difference what kind 

()f adjective you have. You can't just take any of sentences with 'must' and put this kind 
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of complement at the end. 'John must be rich to live in such a big house', it means 1 

look at what a big house he lives in and from that I deduce that he is rich. It 's a kind 

of like an epistemic statement that says my evidence for asserting that he is rich, is the 

fact that he lives in such a big house. There is some funny combination of the adjective 

and the modal and it seems syntacticaliy very difficult to make the occurrence or 

complement depend on a combination of an adiective and a particular modal and it also 

seems semantically very difficult to find any treatment of this case that obeys the 

compositionality constraint, and try to say which part is put together, which part first. 

That just to say 'Yes, there are many problems about adjectives and their complements'. 

O In·Seok Yang: How about with 'enough' like 'rich enough'? 

OPartee: Yes. In the ·case of all kinds of modifiers like 'too rich' and '!ich enough' , 

I think you can show clearly that the complement goes with 'too' or with 'enough'_ 

'Enough to live in such a big house' goes together to make a complex degree modiller 

·which modifies 'rich' . 

OKee-dong Lee: What about saying, 'John is crazy to live in such a big house '·? 

O Partee: 'John is crasy to live in sllch a big house', that seems to be fine. The 

'crD.sy' can take such complemerrts by itself. 

O Kee-dong Lee: In that case, what is involved seems to be the speaker' s evaluation 

or judgement, not necessarily pejorative. 

OPartee: 'Crasy' by itself does what the combination of 'must' and ' rich' ooes. Yes, 

'rich' is not pejorative. 

O Bach: There is a complication here because '1ohn is crazy to live in such a big 

house' has an interpretation, that is closely parallel to 'It is crazy of John to live i:1 such 

a big house'. That is evaluating the John's property of living in a rich house. I tilink 

that is crazy and I'm not sure whether that sentence has the interpretalion qu:te like 

one Barbara is talking about. It might just shed some darkness on the problem. Another 

kind of modification you can introduce is to use a word like 'certainly' or 'probably' and 

say things like 'John is probably rich to live in such a big house' or 'Probabl y, Joha is 

rich to live in such a big house' , which I think is all right. 

OPartee: No. I don't get that. 

O Bach: No? I can. How about 'Certainly rich to live in such a house' ? 

O Partee: Yes, that one is all right. One difference in those examples is you can say 

'to live in such a big house is crazy' , but you cannot say ' to live in silch a big house is. 

rich'. 'Rich' can't be modifying them. But I didn't mean to introduce such a big can of 

worms at this point. But I think this little digression convinces us there's still pleanty 

that needs to be worked out, and that's always niee in any discussion of what has been 

solved, YOIl always like to know there's still more to do. It would be terrible jf we ever 

finished all the problems. Then we'll be out of work . 

In Montague grammar for treating 'easy' and juse that category of adjectives and 
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that construction , we can either do it as in the classical transformational grammar with 

certain modifications and that was the approach I worked on in a paper of mine 011 'easy' 

or it is possible to have three seperate lexical items 'easy' corresponding to the three 

seperate constructions ill ustrated by the three stages in the transforma tional derivation 

and one can generate each of those sentences directly by what basically like transformation al 

rules and then the relation among them_ The fact that they end up synonymous can be 

captured on the semantic side by writing what are called meaning postulates. T hey 

connect the meanings of 'easYl', 'easY2' , and 'easY3' . Again I can't try to do that in detail 

because it requires a lot of logical notation. But it is worth pointing out that many 

relations which have to be captured in syntax in transformational grammar simply because 

there was no explicit se!nantics, can now be captured in the semantics and syntax, if we 

want, can be made much more nearly like a context-free grammar. We could have, for 

instance, corresponding to 'It is easy to please John', that would involve an 'easY2', which 

combines with an infinitive phrase on its right and the dummy subject ' it' on its left. 

I won' t do that in detail. I t is easy enough to build in restrictions of that sort and the 

meaning relation between the different forms of 'easy' can be stated semantically. But 

in either case, what is ruled out on this approach is a derivation which has underlying 

forms or intermediate forms which are absolutely ungrammatical and use a certain 

obligatorily triggered rules to turn those into grammatical forms. 

F ifth example, 1'11 just mention very briefly . One of the earlist test to make syntax 

and semantics more closely related was the generative semantics program that was 

introduced by Lakoff, Ross, McCawley and others. Since they were working with a rather 

simplified notion of logic among the different kinds of logic that logicians have invented. 

They state pretty close to the most simple sort, what is called first-order predicate logic. 

They were trying to reduce the numbers of categories of language to a very small 

number, perhaps just noun phrases, sentences and predicates, or something; sentences. 

predicates and arguments. And they suggested among other things that quantifiers like 

'many', 'three', 'four', 'all', or 'some' should be treated as a kind of predicate. In the 

case of 'many women arrived', they wanted to derive that from 'the women who arr ived 

were many'. Now it happens that is well-formed in English although it is quite archaic. 

It is not a common use of 'many' , but it is a possible use of 'many' . But what that 

committed them to was many cases where the underlying source was completely ill-formed 

as in trying to derive (7) from (8) or 'The men who left were every' . 

(7) Every man left. 

(8) *The man who left was every (Lakoff) 

There is absolutely no possibility and never has been III any historical stage of Engilsh 

as far as I know. There is no possibility of using 'every' as if it were a kind of predicate. 

That suggests that the attempt to reduce the number of categories to some very 
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small number might be regarded as a bad idea because it forces more al::stractnees, more 

ill-formed underlying sources, mOTe cases of violation of the well-formedness constraint, 

and longer derivations from ill-formed sources involving many obligatory step. And as I 

mentioned before that kind of thing, it seems to me, could make it very difficult for a 

child to ever figure out from the surfe.ce forms he hears what the underlying forrr:s 

were. Unless, perhap a gr'eat deal of it hapI=ens to be specified by universal gram.rr:zr, 

but no one ever showed a the0ry which explicitly would provide tbat. So in Montague 

grammar, quantifiers are treated as quantifiers and not treated as some other category, 

where those can be looked at as a category of thing which both syntactically and 

semantically cOr:Jbine with common noun phrases to make term phrases. T erm phrzs(s in 

the Montague grammar 'is the same basically as ~our.. phrase iD. the transformational 

grammar. You can translate that into things which take Noms, the common noun phrases 

to make full NPs. And again I won't t ry to go into the semantics in any detail. Part of 

the reason that I'm not giving the serr;antics in detail is that it is impossible to do without 

quite a long preliminary introduction to the relevant logic. But if you will take it on faith 

both syntactically and semantically it is much preferable to trcat the quantifiers as a special 

kind of category, that is combining with common nouns wl:-:ich semantically are just like 

simple predicates to make term phrases which ser.:::antically arc:: very diffe~(nt category . 

Let me add as on the side. One of the big challenges for this kind of £emantic 

theory comes from all those languages in which there is not a sbrp distinction between 

common noun and noun phrase in all these languages of the world and there are very 

many of them where determiners are optional and where most cor;:;.monly a noun by itself 

can function as a noun phrase. This raises an interesting ~roblem because if we tre<.t 

those languages the way we treat English and insist that comffion noun and term phrase 

are seperate categories, then we seem to have to have some kind of zero elements for the 

quantifiers or determiners in such cases. Zero elements that are like the English 'a' or 'the ' 

and perhaps two of them, I mean, if some language uses a bare noun and I think Korean 

can do this, to be ambiguous between 'a boy' and ' the boy', and ' the boys' and 'some 

boys' also. Maybe we need something like four different zero quantifiers to correspond to 

the English quantifiers and that also goes against the spirit of Well-Formedness Constraint 

since the zero quantifiers are not real sayings that occur on the surface in the language. 

So the real challenge is to ask whether it is possible to formulate a logic with quite a 

different basis. A logic that does not require a sharp distinction between term phrase and 

common noun phrase, in which the languages which don't use obligatory articles can be 

described in a way that matches their surface structure without bring in these abstract 

empty determiners to do the job. Some beginnings of attempts to think along those lines 

have been made but no one has so far been able to devise a new logic with that kind of 

property. 

The last one involves an illustrtion of another recent proposal which would not 
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even be a possible analysis of the Well-Formedness Constraint is correcL As SOIr_e of you 

may be aware, there has been an argument in recent transformational grammar- The 

.argument has been carried on , in large part, cetween Chomsky on one hand and everybcdy 

else on the other hand_ I think it shows up in the Akmajian, Culicover, and Wasow 

v olume, Formal Syntax, with both Chorr.sky's paper and Bre~D3n 's par:er and the 

comments on them_ They address it where classical transformational grammar analyse 

things like the formation of Wh questions, as applying to the Wh-word or something that 

underlies the Vlh-word anywhere in the sentence, no rr.atter how far down embeddE.d and 

!:.l oving it in one rule, up to the beginning of the sentence. 

Chorr.sky has been arguing in these most recent papers that it dOE.sn' t move all the 

·way to the bginning of the sentence in one rule because he wants to limit rules to 

always apply ing just to a sentence and sentence immediately below iL What he has been 

suggestir:.g is if you have a structure with several sentences embedded within one another 

t hat the Wh-word first moves up to the beginning of its own sentence, then moves from 

there to the beginning of the next sentence and finally moves from there to the beginning 

of the wnole sentence. So this moves into the position called complmentizer position on 

his theory. This is the Comp-to-COI<lP hopping analysis as opposed to the swooping 

analysis. It is clear that if you believe in the Well-Formedness Condition or if you believe 

in the compositionality constraint from either the syntactic or the semantic side. That is 

really not a reasonable kind of analysis. Syntactically it produces many ill-formed intermedia te 

s tructures if you look at (9) , (10) , (ll) , and (12) . 

(9) (Chomsky, 1977) John claimed that Mary wished that Sam would kill who 

(10) *John claimed that Mary wished who Sam would kill (t ) 

(11 ) *John claimed who Mary wished that Sam would kill (t ) 

(12) Who did John claim that Mary wished that Sam would kill (t) ? 

(12) is the sentence for trying to derive. That little t at the end is Chomsk's trace from 

his trace theory. But you can ignore that if you want. That is a good question: 'Who did 

John claim that Mary wished that Sam would kill?' The underlying structure would be 

something like (9) , if you have 'who' in deep structure or something that turns into 

'who'. Any way, that's the position where the question word is originating. But if we 

take the old analysis we go straight from (9) to (12), directly deriving (12) . (9) , by 

the way, is well-formed as an echo-question. We can have questions in English where 

we leave the Wh-word behind, although they usually have a special kind of interpretation. 

'John claimed that Mary wished that Sam would kill who?' it's something that is used if 

I didn't hear you correctly. It is not an ordinary information question. But it at least on 

that basis can be argued that it is a well-formed possible kind of structure. But those 

intermediate stages which come if you try to this Comp-to-Comp analysis are completely 

ill-formed because neither 'claim' nor 'wish' allows 'who' complements as possible embedded 
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sentences. (10) is impossible and (11) is impossible. The Comp-to-Comp analysis clearly 

violates the Well-Formedness Constraint. It also violates the semantic composi tionality 

in the sense there is no way to make any sense of the interpretation that you get when 

you have somthing like 'wish' and then a who-clause after it, whether you try to treat 

it as an indirect question or as a relative clause or as a free relative, any of the kinds 

of semantic interpretations that can be given to who clauses. None of those combine, 

in any sensible way, with the verb like 'claim' or the verb like 'wish'. Either within 

Chomsky's own theory where he talks about interpreting the 'who' as something like 

'for which X .. . X' at the original position, even within his own theory the way were 

he'll end up with Xs, free variable Xs, bound variable XS rather, i:1 all these 

complement positions as well, and those also make no sense semantically and he has said 

himself that he has to somehow make those invisible during the semantic interpretation 

from the derived structure. 

I think I'll skip the issue about how Montague grammar does question. There have 

been some recent articles by Karttunen and others that give a very elegant treatment, 

elegant both syntactically and semantically. For questions in Montague grammar, and say 

just they do all involve either a movement rule of some sort that is the swooping kind 

like in transformation a grammar or they involve starting out with something like a free 

variable in this position and generating Wh-word directly in initial position and then there 

is a long distance interpretation rule that is like the long distance movemeat rule . But in 

either case, the kinds of analysis that are done within 1-/[ontague grammar are much closer 

to the old original Wh-movement. Then they are to this new Comp-to-Comp movement. 

Even forgetting Montague Grammar I would suggest if we adopt in transformational 

grammar something like the Well-Formedness Constraint, we could rule out a lot of crazy 

analyses of a sort which otherwise are in danger of proliferating all over the place. If 

the Well-Formedness Constraint is looked at within Montague grammar, I can state an 

even more positive kind of result and that is tha t the analyses which are syntactically 

preferred according to the \Vell-Formedness Constraint also are seen in evary case that has 

been examined so far to those analyses which also make the best semantic sense with 

Montague's original compositionality constraint. T hat suggests Montague grammar and 

the kind of way of looking at how the grammar works can make a contribution to syntax 

that extends to t ra nsformational grammar as well as the contribution that has already 

made to semantics and that it can reinforce the idea that form and meaning in ordinary 

language are really very closely connected, and tbat the search for constraints on the 

form of the grammar is one of the best ways to discover those sorts of connections. 

O Chungmin Lee: (Recapitulation. ) Do you have any further questions or comments? 

O Ik-Hwan Lee: In Korean, I think, we have two particles comparable to the 

English 'even' . One combines with negation, and the other with quantity, with 

quantification rules. The particle is comparable to English ' even' . That is a sort of ad 
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hoc constraint but I couldn't think about the way. One particle IS ' -kkachi' and the 

other is ' -mach;)' . 

I postulate '-kkachi' as a sort of posItIve counterpart of 'even' , ' -mach;)' as a sort 

of negative counterpart of 'even'. When I introduce ' -machd' particle together with noun 

phrases . I need some sort of quantification rule to recognize the sentential negation 

already applied. We do sententially negate an open sentence that comes in. If th e 

quantification rule comes first , then there is no way to constrain the negation rule so that 

it can apply only to the negative counterpart of English 'even'. 

O Kiyong Lee: If we introduce the Well-Formedness Constraint in Montague grammar 

then either this analysis is wrong or, as he might claim, your Well-Formedness Constraint 

IS too strong. 

O Partee: This may be a difficult question. But let me ask if you have any intuition 

thafll make it clear if that's syn tactically bad or rather semantically bad. 

O Chungmin Lee: Syntactically bad. 

O Ik-Hwan Lee: Syntactically well-formed . 

O Bach: Can I ask a factual question about Korean? I s 'pi-ka o-n-ta' 0.1<.? Is that a 

regular way of saying it is raining? (O.K. ) So the problem is in having a set of abstract 

'hata' and 'ki' , etc . as in *'pi-ka o-ki ha-nota' as oPFosed to 'pi-ka o-ci ani ha-n-ta' . 

0 Ik-Hwan Lee: 'pi-ka o-ki-nin ha-nota' is all right' . 

O Chungmin Lee: With the conditional, con trastive marker 'nin' attached to t;1e 

nominalizer 'ki' . 

O Partee; Whereas 111 English we would hardly ever say sOH:ething like 'As for rain 

coming, it does' , VIe might say wmething like 'As for rain coming, it hardly ever does' , 

when we wanted. So when you add some extra information to make it not redundant, 

it' s well-formed. It's almost impossible to make those complex forms count as well-formed, 

without also making the sin,pler redu ndant ones count as well-formed. I remember in some 

of Chomsky's earliest examples, he l:sE:d to use the simplest soris of sente nces to illust rate 

English grammar like 'Birds eat' . It' s probably true that no onc ever says it, but perhaps 

because it's so nearly a tautology. 

Just judging from disagreement that I see here, I think this illustrates th e fact 

that you can never put all of the work on anyone constraint. I mean if you run into 

cases like this where it's not clear which way the Well-Formedness Condition forces 

in, then that adds to the reason fo r t rying to get evidence from these many different 

sources as possible, I mean, to really try to decide between these analyses. I would want 

to see what kind of seman tic rules are associated with each analysis. P erhaps one of them 

is more straightforward than the other in terms how to get the meaning of the resulting 

expression from t~e meanings of its parts. I will also want to look at evidence from 

children's acquisition of the language, evidence form things like how people parse 

sentences, perhaps evidence from historical change although that must have to be used 
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with caution and in general no single constraint is ever going to resolve all of the cases 

no matter how tight you make the constraint. 

O Ik-Hwan Lee: In talking about quantifiers, like 'many' and 'every' , did you say that 

'many' and 'every' should be categorized as one kind of quantifiers? 

O Partee: I should have added that 'many' in the sort of archaic dialects which allow 

sentenes like (17) 'Women · who arrived were many'. That suggests 'many' has another 

categorization in addition which is something like a predicate on sets or something like 

that. 

O Ik-Hwan Lee: That's the point. In Korean, we have a perfect sentence comparab le 

to (17) . So it might be a little diffic ul t to lump 'many', ' the' , 'a' and 'all' into one, and 

I see some diffic ulty even in translating the item of 'many' . 

O Partee : Among the quantifiers, there really are several logically distinct types. In 

'many' along with those numbers like ' three' and 'four', those are quantifiers which 

describe that cardinality of some set. But things like 'every' and 'each' and also things 

like 'most', for instance, they don't describe the size of the set. They ra ther say 

something about what proportion of the set-the whole set, a balf of the set, some f:art 

of the set. A more complete analysis would not really lump all of quan tifier tYJ:e of words 

into a single semantic category . We'd really make further distinctions between them. T hat 

corresponds with the fact that, for instance, in EngEsh you can have both 'Many of the 

women arrived' or 'The many women arrived' like 'T hree of the women arrived ' , 'The 

three women arrived', and they ha ve different n:eanings: in one case, it 's someth ing like 

a proportion of the set and , in the other, it's talking about the size of the set. With 

'every' you only have something like 'Evc7Y one of the women arr ived', and nothing like 

'The every woman arrived' . That also correlates to the t :ct that 'every' has only the one 

kind of 'quantifier mea ning and 'many ' really can play two different roles. You' cl need 

more subdivision and more complete gra ;-nmar. 

O Chungmin Lee: In that subdivision, you can distinguish 'every ' and 'all', right? 

O Partee: Yes. 'Every' and 'a ll' are also distinct semantically as well as syntactically. 

Syn tactically, 'all' goes with plurals or mass nouns and 'every' always goes with the 

singular count noun and semantically, I think, 'all' has more to do with talking about 

something that applies to a whole set as a group whereas 'every' says something also 

about the whole set but more like one at a time. You can say 'All the pieces of the 

puzzle fit together', but you can't say 'Every piece of the puzzle fits together', for 

instance. 

O In-Seok Yang: Is 'the man who left was every' semantically interpretable? 

O Partee: I think it's not semanticclly interpretable. P erhaps if you made it plural, 

and said something like ' the men who left were every', you could force some kind of 

derivative semantic interpretation if you interpreted it as something like 'the men who 

left were everyone of the men' . If somebody said it, I could probably find some way 
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of relating it to a well-formed sentence which I could interprete. But I put it in the 

singular, since it's clearly one of the properties of 'evey' that it occurs only with the 

singular, and when you tried to say 'the man who left' first by itself clearly has to pick 

out just one man and to try to say of that, one man that he was every, I think I find 

uninterpretable. I expect to find something universal of that sort because in order for 

anything to be used as in that simple prediate position, it ought to be expressing a 

property of something or other and things like 'many' can be expressing something like 

property that certain sets have, namely, something about the size of the set. But 'every' in 

any words that really means the English 'every', I cannot be interpreted as property of 

anyth~ng because it essentially has this function of picking out proportion of the set and 

not describing the set in anyway. 

O Kiyong Lee: Is your Well-Formedness Constraint compatible with the transformational 

theory when we understand one of the functions of transformation being filtering? 

O Partee: I think the way to make the Well-Formedness Constraint compatible with 

transformational grammar goes back to some earlier work done by Peters and Ritchie 

and, also I think, in a paper by Emmon sometime ago, where they describe something 

called local grammaticality constraint. It is basically a constraint that would say that the 

structure at the end of each transformational cycle should be a well-formed structure. For 

things like the relative clause cases that I was discussing before, where if you have a 

noun and that a relative clause that does not contain any identical noun phrase so there 

is no way to apply relative clause rule, then I think there is no way to avoid some 

filtering, something that in the strict form would be a violation of the W ell-F ormedness 

Constraint. So I think the closest analogue that you can get within transformational 

grammar would be something that says that when you apply the rules of each cycle on 

the way up the tree, the result at the end of every cycle must be, for anything that can 

result from any choice of rules supplying on a given cycle, well-formed sentences and I 

think that by itself we rule out all of the things that I talked about here, for instance, 

we would rule out Chomsky's Comp-to-Comp movement analysis because that produces. 

things at the end of certain cycles that were ill-formed like 'Mary wished who Sam would 

kill' resulted at the end of one cycle. So I think you cannot have a constraint that's 

quite as strong as the version that you can have in Montague grammar. But you can 

have one that's almost as strong and that does, in fact, rule out many of the analyses. 

including all of the analyses that I discussed here. 

O Bach: Could I just add a comment to that? Several years ago, I got interested in 

what the difference between what I call classical transformational grammar that is pre

Aspects, specially the version of that theory which is developed by Charles Fillmore in a 

paper called 'On the Position of the Embedding Transformations in a Grammar' and it 

turns out that I tried to argue that you can show that the classical theory was more· 

constrained theory than any theory that was developed form the Aspects model. It was a. 
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more constrained theory and~one of the important respects in which it was more constraine'd 

was that grammars is written Syntactic Structures' Theory had to conform to something 

like this local grammaticality constraint, because you're always putting together seperate 

sentences and embedding them, that means that any sentence that you embed has to 

underlie a possible grammatical sentence because it may not get embedded and you still 

want it to come out as a fine sentence. We rule out sorts of analyses that are possible 

within Aspects system which l:ltarts with this big deep structure where everything is 

embedded already. For example, you could not have a rule in a grammar like that uses 

S as an initial symbol and says S goes to Comp+S because we don't have full sentences 

III English like 'That John left'. That would be impossible in that kind of system. 

O Partee: Let me just add to Emmon's addition. For instance, the problem of the 

relative clause filtering does not arise in the SJ'ntactic Structures model l:ecame you limit 

the relative clause rule in Syntactic Structures. It combines two sentences and it will 

combine them only if they have a noun phrase that is in common involved sentences. If 

they don't, then you simply won' t embedd the one sentence into the other. You won't 

generate anything that is like a relative clause construction with an impoosible relative 

clause. It's true that the Syntactic Structures model would enable one to have something 

much more like the Well-Formedness Constraint in the strong form. 

O Bach: I also want to add just one brief comment that I think Barbara herself tried 

to show that the earliest version of transformational grammar was in many "Tays much 

more like Montague grammar than the later versions of transformational grammar. 

O Chungmin Lee: But the Aspects type of transformational gram!TIar tries to incorporate 

the semantic component. That's why this is a little bit more abstract · than the former 

daesical transformational grammar. 

O Bach: But the first attempt to incorporate semar"tics, namely Kaiz ;md Fador paper, 

m another way was more like Montague grammar because in Katz and Fodor there were 

two kinds of interpretation rules. One kind was exactly of the sort that Barbara was 

talking a little ago, when she was talking about a certain semantic rule being used in 

conjunction with a certain syntactic rule. These would be all P 2 type rules and when the 

theory of Aspects came out those were dropped completely and the subsequent work of 

Katz used just first kind of rule and the second kind IS much like that Montague 

approach to the relationship between syntax and semantics. 

O Partee: One of the most unfortunate historical accidents III the development of 

tranformational grammar and the attempts to combine syntax and semantics was the Katz

Postal hypothesis. It was a really beautiful hypothesis and would have been so nice if it 

had been true that all of the semantic structure could be interpreted on the deep structure 

level. It was so nice that made everyone believe it and then do terrible things to the 

syntax to try to keep that hypothesis. The historical accident part of it was that in all 

of the examples that Katz and Postal considered when they were arguing that transformations 
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<io not change meaning. All of the noun phrases in their examples are proper nouns. 

They never put quantified noun phrases into their examples. If they had considered 

quantified noun phrases, 'Everyman wants to win' clearly does not mean 'Everyman wants 

everyman to win', even though you might think 'John wants to win' means 'John wants 

John to win'. If only they had looked at quantified noun phrases then I think that they 

never would have suggested that Katz-Postal hypothesis and there never would have been 

so much attempt to try to get all of the semantic interpretation from the deep structure 

tree and that might have stayed much closer to the Syntactic Structures model and then 

there might have been much less argument between interpretive semanticists and generative 

semanticists . What both of them noticed was the quantifiers, and both of them made big 

changes in the theory to try to account for the sentences with quantifiers. 

The generative semanticists liked the Katz-Postal hypothesis. When it didn't fit with 

the simple syntactic structure, they made this every ugly impossible syntactic structures 

like ' the man who left was every'. Interpretive semanticists liked the classical Syntactic 

Structures and went to a great length the great things to try to add on semantic rules at 

t he base and the semantic rules at the end of the cycle and other semantic rules of the 

surface and did terrible things to the semantics. Because the Aspects model with the idea 

of deep structure semantic interpretation had gained so much attraction and had seemed 

so nice. I'm oversimplifing, of course. But all of that just because everybody used 'John 

and Mary' in all their examples and never used 'every man and some woman' and those 

kinds of noun phrases . 

O Chungmin Lee: Maybe they forgot predicate logic. 

O Dong-Whee Yang: In some cases intermediate ungrammatical structures are allowed. 

It's why Chomsky allows (l0) and (11) to capture some generalization like a structure

preserving hyfothesis. H ow would your model compensate for that structure-preserving 

hypothesis? 

O Partee: I don't see from this .example in any way that Chomsky's analysis helps 

with the structure-preserving hyrothesis. I think that analysis was because he wL'nted to 

keep the subjacency hypothesis and I think the subjacency hypothesis is simple wrong. 

So I don't want to keep that generalization. 

So far most of the evidenec has been In support of the \Vell-Formedness 

Constraint. There has been a problem for years and years about the analysis of the word 

'any' in English and this is an example where it has been very difficult to distinguish 

syntactic ill-formedness from semantic well-formedness. If we have a sentence like 'Anyone 

left' , for instance, in i~olation that has generally been regarded as ill-formed. So we put 

the syntactic star by the sentence ,* Anyone left' . It may have something common with 

the problem about the negative particle for 'even' in Korean. 'Any' has to have some 

kind of negative environment. But to generate something like 'John doubts that anyone 

left' and many other examples, it looks as though we need something like 'anyone left' 
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as a part of this larger structure. It's not just a word negation like things with 'not', as. 

in something like 'John is unhappy that anyone left'. When I first started working on the 

Well-Formedness Constraint, this class seemed to me a class of potential counterexamples 

because I could not imagine any way, syntactically or semantically, for generating the 

full class of constructions that include that subparts like 'anyone left' without generating 

something like 'anyone left' directly . In the early days, there were some attempts to 

derive this transformationally £rpm something like 'someone left'. But I think those 

attempts also were shown to be impossible because of two kinds of reasons: one being 

that's impossible to syntatically characterize all of the environments where the change 

should take place and the other reason is that there is such a big class of items with 

similar restrictions like 'ever' and 'at all' modifiers and many of these do not have any 

positive counterpart. So it does not seem possible to derive all of the words of the 

negative polarity items from words with the positive items. When I first wrote a paper 

on the Well-Formedness Constraint, I listed among the possible counterexamples, the fact 

of the polarity items, because it seemed to me in this case it is necessary to derive some 

well-formed thing from part that had ill-formed sources. But now, in the meantime, there 

has been a recent dissertation from Universiy of Texas by \Villiam Ladusaw, in which he 

has been able to give a semantic charaterization of the content of their words and the 

kinds, all of these things like 'doubts that' and 'unhappy that' and verb negative as well. 

He gives a very clear kind of basis in the model-theoretic semantics that the non-linguistic 

part of the interpretation system which explains or which enables us to predict perfectly 

on semantic grounds which of the sentences end up with making sense and which ones 

don't and on the basis of his theory it is very reasonable to say this sentence as fa r as 

syntax goes. This should count as perfectly well-formed syntactically because we ha ve a 

perfec tly good explanation. Now, on semantic grounds, when it is used in isolation, it ' s 

not interpretable. Now, there is the new semantic explanation for the problem. Let's stop 

here. We may have to stay hare all night. 

O Chungmin Lee: I hope today's workshop turned out fairly well-formed. Thank YO lL 

very much . 
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